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Motivated by problems of frontier estimation in productivity analysis, and
boundary estimation in scatter-point image analysis, we consider polynomial-based
estimators of the edge of a distribution. Our aim is to develop methods for correcting
polynomial-type estimators of bias, and for constructing simultaneous confidence
bands for the data edge. We tackle this problem by first deriving large-sample
approximations to distributions of polynomial-based edge estimators, and then
developing algorithms for simulating from them so as to produce Monte Carlo
approximations to the distribution of the difference between the true edge and its
estimator. This involves applying representations for joint extreme value distributions.
The majority of attention is focused on the parametric case, but nonparametric
problems, where polynomial approximations are fitted locally, are also considered.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The problem of estimating the extremity of the support of a distribution
arises in several unrelated settings. In the context of productivity analysis,
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the extremity represents a hypothetical upper limit to production or perfor-
mance. There we might observe data pairs Xi , Y i , representing respectively
the input and output of company i. The production frontier, below which
all observed data pairs lie, is the maximum attainable output for a given
input, and is to be estimated. Recent contributions to statistical aspects of
frontier estimation include, for example, Grosskopf (1996) and Simar
(1996). In problems related to scatter-point image analysis the boundary
represents, typically, the interface of areas of differing colour tones, perhaps
black above the boundary (where no data values are registered) and grey
below. Korostelev and Tsybakov (1993) provide an excellent introduction
to issues of optimality that arise in problems of this type. Related work,
more closely connected with specific approaches to boundary estimation,
includes Ha rdle, Park and Tsybakov (1995) and Korostelev, Simar
and Tsybakov (1995a, b). The term ‘‘data edge analysis’’ is a convenient
descriptor for general frontier-or-boundary estimation techniques. ‘‘Data
envelope analysis’’ or DEA has a more specifically-defined meaning, referring
to particular methods for estimating monotone, concave data edges. See for
example Charnes et al. (1995) and Seiford (1996).
In virtually all applications, data edge analysis is frustrated by the
inherent bias that arises through having access only to data that lie on one
side of the edge. It is of practical benefit to be able to quantify this bias,
either through explicit estimation and adjustment or, more subtly but of at
least equal importance, establishing a confidence band for the true edge,
taking account of bias. An adequate solution to either of these problems
requires at least some information about the distribution of the edge
estimator.
That matter motivates the present paper. We take an initially parametric
view of frontier and boundary estimation, and treat the case where the data
edge may be modelled by a polynomial of known degree. We derive the
distribution of the stochastic process representing the limit law of an
estimator of the edge, and express the process in a form that is particularly
amenable to simulation. This is achieved through representations of multi-
variate extreme-value distributions, enabling computation of numerical
approximations to bias and to the ‘‘contours’’ of the asymptotic distribu-
tion. These results may be applied directly to correct for bias, or more
generally to compute empirical, bias-adjusted, simultaneous confidence
bands for the unknown data edge.
The method that we suggest for estimating the data edge is based on
maximum likelihood. While it is developed in the special case where the
density or intensity function is constant below the edge, it is applicable far
more generally, for example to highly non-Uniform density and intensity
functions, and to contexts where the data edge represents a smooth rather
than fault-type boundary. (The case of a constant density produces a data
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edge that represents a fault-type discontinuity.) Our special-case maximum
likelihood estimator enjoys optimal convergence rates even in this wide
range of settings.
The case of a nonpolynomial parametric boundary model may be treated
similarly. However, the polynomial case has both pragmatic and didactic
advantages. The flexibility of polynomial models for curves enables us to
implicitly address a wide range of potential applications; and the simple
structure of polynomials, being linear in all unknown parameters, makes
for vastly greater clarity of exposition.
In particular, for polynomial models it is relatively straightforward to
address the influence of design on performance of estimators. By ‘‘design’’
we mean the distribution of x-coordinates of data in boundary estimation
for scatter-point images, or the distribution of input variables (the Xi ’s) in
frontier analysis. We show that it is unnecessary to assume that the design
density is bounded away from zero over the range of the data edge.
Exploiting properties of the polynomial case we are able to characterize the
sorts of designs for which good convergence rates are possible.
Related work on bias adjustment and confidence bands includes that of
Gijbels et al. (1996). In the context of the DEA estimator, these workers
derive a pointwise limiting distribution and use it to correct for bias and
to develop pointwise confidence bands. The advantage of the approach
taken in the present paper is that it applies globallyit allows simulta-
neous approximation of the distribution of the estimator over its entire
range, and so leads to global descriptions of error (such as simultaneous
confidence bands). Additionally, we do not require assumptions of monot-
onicity and concavity that are inherent to DEA methods.
In principle, bootstrap methods offer an alternative way of correcting for
bias or for constructing confidence bands. However, the usual bootstrap
procedure does not produce even asymptotically consistent results, since it
is unable to accurately capture the relationship among extremes in a sample.
The so-called m-out-of-n bootstrap will work, but for effective performance
it requires empirical choice of m (effectively a smoothing parameter).
Although our principal focus is on parametric methods, we extend our
polynomial approximation argument to the nonparametric techniques
based on fitting local polynomials. In this sense our work on the non-
parametric case is similar to that of Ha rdle, Park, and Tsybakov (1995),
but unlike those authors we provide the limiting distribution of the
estimator, which enables methods for bias correction and confidence
regions to be developed. Additionally, our data edge estimator is based on
local maximum likelihood, rather than metric-distance methods as in the case
of Ha rdle, Park, and Tsybakov (1995). It enjoys optimal convergence rates.
Section 2 describes our methods and results in the case of parametric,
polynomial models for data edges. In particular, it summarizes the results
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of numerical experiments on bias correction and simultaneous confidence
band techniques. Section 3 outlines nonparametric, local polynomial ver-
sions of our methods. Technical arguments are placed together in Section 4.
Except when developing the initial likelihood approach we treat data as
Poisson-distributed points. That is commonly the approach in scatter-point
boundary estimation (see Korostelev and Tsybakov, 1993). In productivity
analysis, inference is sometimes conducted conditional on the number of
observed data, but this changes only the interpretation of our results, not
their form.
2. THE PARAMETRIC CASE
2.1. Definition of Estimators
Let C be a polynomial curve in that part of the plane above the interval
I=[0, 1] on the x-axis. Suppose the polynomial is of degree p, with equation
y= g(x | %) where %=(%0 , ..., %p) and g(x | %)=%0+%1 x+ } } } +%px p for
x # I. The degree p is assumed known, but the components of % are
unknown constants. We wish to estimate them from a data set whose dis-
tribution is supported on only the lower side of C.
First we note the special case where data are in the form of n independent
random vectors (Xi , Yi) having the Uniform distribution on the region
R=R(%0), equal to the set of points (x, y) with x # I and 0 y g(x | %0),
where %0 denotes the true but unknown value of %. (Solely for simplicity of
notation it is supposed here and below that g(x | %0)>0 for all x # I, but
this assumption is unimportant.) Define G(%)=I g(x | %) dx. Then the
Uniform distribution on R(%) has density G(%)&1, from which it follows
that the maximum likelihood estimator, % =% (n), equals the value of % that
minimizes G(%) subject to 0Yi g(Xi | %) for 1in. In the case p=1
the limiting distributions of the components of % are given in closed form
in Section 2.3.
More generally, suppose that pairs (Xi , Yi) are generated by a Poisson
process with intensity &* in the plane, where &>0 is a scalar and *0 is
a fixed function. Assume that *(x, y)=0 for y> g(x | %0), and that we
observe those Poisson points (Xi , Yi), for i1, that lie in a strip S defined
by x # I and g(x | %0)&=(x)< y< g(x | %0), where = is any positive func-
tion (possibly infinite) bounded away from zero on I. If * vanishes above
C but is nonzero below C then, even though the assumptions used to define
% (n) may be seriously violated, that estimator can be employed to estimate
C consistently.
Indeed, writing N for the number of Poisson points in S, let % =
(% 0 , ..., % p)=% (N) denote the value of the special estimator defined in the
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previous paragraph, evaluated in the more general setting of the Poisson
point process data. (The former case may be treated as a specialization, by
taking =# g( } | %0) and * to be the indicator of R(%0), and conditioning on
the event N=n.) We shall show that, under surprisingly general regularity
conditions, % =%0+Op(&&1:) as &  , where :&1>&1 denotes the
exponent of the rate at which * decreases to zero along C.
Our definitions of % (n) and % are of course meaningful for general boun-
daries. In the special case of a polynomial boundary they simplify in an
important way, by virtue of the fact that the derivative of g(x | %) with
respect to one of the parameters, %0 , does not depend on x. Indeed, noting
that G(%) must be minimized subjects to maxi[Yi& g(Xi | %)]0, we see
that in the polynomial case if % 1 , ..., % p are known then
% 0= max
1iN \Y i& :
p
j=1
% jX ji + . (2.1)
IT follows that G(% 0 , ..., % p)=H(% 1 , ..., % P), where
H(%1 , ..., %p)= max
1iN _Yi& :
p
j=1
% j[X ji &( j+1)
&1]& . (2.2)
This observation shows that (% 1 , ..., % p) may be defined as the vector that
minimizes H, and then % 0 should be defined by (2.1).
2.2. Limiting Behaviour of % and g( } | % )
Assume that for some :>0,
*(x, y)=0 for all y> g(x | %0) and, uniformly in x # I,
*(x, y)=:[g(x | %0)& y]:&1 +(x)+o[[g(x | %0)& y]:&1]
as y A g(x | %0), where the function +0 is continuous. (2.3)
Interestingly, we do not require the support, supp +, of + to be the whole
of I. We need only the following:
for each nonvanishing sequence d1 , ..., dp with the property that, for
some 0 j0p, sgn d j0 whenever j j0 and sgn dj>0 whenever
j> j0 , there exists x # supp + such that  j dj[x
j&( j+1)&1]<0.
(2.4)
In the linear case (i.e., p=1), it suffices that supp + contain a point in
[0, 12) and a point in (
1
2 , 1]. In the quadratic case ( p=2) it is sufficient that
supp + contain x1 # [0, 3&12) and x2 # (3&12, 1] satisfying 6x1x2&
3(x1+x2)+2>0. For general p1, (2.4) holds if supp + includes a point
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from each of the intervals [0, 12), (( j+1)
&1j, ( j+2)&1( j+1)) for 1jp&1,
and (( p+1)&1p, 1]. (The example cited just above in the case p=2 is of
a different type, however.) In particular, (2.4) holds if supp +=I.
Assume that the pairs (Xi , Yi) are generated by a Poisson process with
intensity &*, and determine the scalar & by the requirement that +, in condi-
tions (2.3) and (2.4), be a proper probability density on I. Using the
Poisson data, define % 1 , ..., % p as the minimizers of H(%), and then % 0 as the
solution of (2.1). Let V1 , V2 , ... and W1 , W2 , ... be independent random
variables, where the Vj ’s have a common distribution with density +, and
the Wj ’s are exponentially distributed (i.e., with density e&w for w>0). Let
# denote Euler’s constant, let :>0 be as in (2.3), and define
Uj=exp _&:&1 { :

i= j
i&1(Wi&1)+#& :
j&1
i=1
i&1=& , j1. (2.5)
Then, 0U1U2 } } } ; (U1 , U2 , ...) have the joint distribution of con-
secutive Type 2 extreme values, in the sense of Gnedenko (1943); and U1
has distribution function 1&exp(&u:), for x>0. See Hall (1978). Put
d=(d1 , ..., dp) and
S(d )= inf
1 j< _Uj+ :
p
k=1
dk[V kj &(k+1)
&1]& , (2.6)
and let D=(D1 , ..., Dp), a random vector, denote the value of d that maxi-
mizes S(d ). Write %0j for the j th component of %
0.
Theorem 2.1. Assume conditions (2.3) and (2.4). Then % =%0+Op(&&1:)
as &  , and with probability one the random vector D is well-defined.
Moreover, &1:(% j&%0j )  Dj for 1 j p, and
&1:(% 0&%00)  D0 #&S(D)& :
p
j=1
D j ( j+1)&1,
where the sense of convergence is jointly in distribution.
It follows that the estimator g^(x)=j % j x j of the boundary function
g(x)= g(x | %0) satisfies &1:( g^& g)  !, in the sense of weak convergence in
the class of continuous functions on I, where ! is the random polynomial
of degree p given by
!(x)=& inf
1 j< {Uj+ :
p
k=1
Dk(V kj &x
k)= . (2.7)
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Note that, except in the degenerate case p=0, for any x # I the probability
that !(x)>0 is positive. In this sense the maximum likelihood estimator
can overestimate, as well as underestimate, the boundary at any given
point.
2.3. Exact Distribution of % when p=1
For p=1 let % =(% 0 , % 1) denote the maximum likelihood estimator
defined in Section 2.1, and assume that (X1 , Y1), ..., (Xn , Yn) are uniformly
distributed on the region R(%0) defined there. Put
Z0n=n(2%00+%
0
1)
&1 (% 0&%00) and Z1n=n(2%
0
0+%
0
1)
&1 (% 1&%01),
and let IR denote the half-interval [
1
2 , 1].
Theorem 2.2. The limiting distribution functions of Z0n and Z1n are
given respectively by
{
1
2 |
IR
u&3ezu du,
1&e&z2+ 34z |
IR
(1&u)&2 e&zu2(1&u) du,
if z0
if z>0,
{
1
2e
z&z |
IR
(2v&1) ezv2 dv,
1& 12e
&z&z |
IR
(2v&1) e&zv2 dv,
if z0
if z>0.
Note that, while the distribution of % 1 is asymptotically symmetric about
%1 , the probability of % 0 being less than %00 converges to 34.
2.4. Estimation of :, +, and &, and Simulation of the Limit Distribution of g^
The only unknowns in the asymptotic approximation g^& gr&&1:! are
:, +, and &. Once these have been determined, Monte Carlo methods may
be used to simulate the distribution of &&1:!.
Assuming a semiparametric model such as (2.3) we may estimate : using
methods based on order statistics. One approach is to compute % , form the
differences ‘i= g(Xi | % )&Yi , disregard any that are negative, and rank the
others, obtaining ‘(1)<‘(2)< } } } . Interpret these as ordered values of a
random sample of unknown size from a distribution whose distribution
function is decreasing like a constant multiple of u: as u a 0. There is a
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variety of ways of constructing an estimator :^ in this context, based on the
observed values of ‘(1) , ..., ‘(k) , say; see, for example, Hill (1975). Provided
we choose k appropriately, :^ will be consistent for :. We shall not explore
this mater further here, and our numerical work in Section 2.5 will concen-
trate on the case most commonly encountered in the literature, :=1.
Estimation of + and & proceed as follows. Calculate g( } | % ); let h1 , h2 be
bandwidths; and given x # [h1 , 1&h1], let }^(x) denote the number of data
pairs (Xi , Yi) that satisfy x&h1<Xi<x+h1 and Yi g(Xi | % )&h2 . Then
}^(x) is an estimator of }(x)=&+(x) } 2h1h:2 . Indeed, it may be shown that
if h1 , h2 are chosen so that h1 , h2  0 and &h1h:2   then }^(x)}(x)  1
in probability. (At the ends of I we may estimate } by making any of
several modifications, for example by defining }^(x)=}^(h1) for 0x<h1 .)
Given an estimator :^ such as that suggested two paragraphs above, we
may estimate &+(x) by &^+^(x)=}^(x)(2h1h :^2). In the commonly-encountered
case where it is reasonable to assume :=1, we would of course take :^=1.
We identify &^ and +^ from their product by insisting that I +^=1.
The distribution of !, defined at (2.7), may be approximated by Monte
Carlo methods directly from the definition. To conduct the simulation
study reported in Section 2.5 we used the following approach. First, we
generated the sequence [Uj] recursively, using the representation at (2.5).
Given an estimator +^ we approximated it by a histogram density, and then
computed realizations of the Vj ’s by simulating randomly (and independ-
ently of the Uj ’s) from a mixture of different Uniform distributions. Putting
these together we generated realizations of the random function S(d ),
defined at (2.6); we computed D1 , ..., Dp by minimizing S(d ) on a grid; and
we calculated realizations of ! using formula (2.7). The mean function,
E(!), was approximated by averaging the realizations of !. (Bias correction
proceeds directly from an approximation to E(!).) Confidence bands for !
were then calculated from ‘‘templates’’, described in Section 2.5. Finally,
bands for g^& g were constructed using the distributional approximation
g^& gr&^&1:^! (except that in the work in Section 2.5, :^ was taken to be 1).
2.5. Numerical Experiments
In this section we present the results of three different numerical experi-
ments. The first demonstrates the construction of bias-corrected boundary
estimates and 950 upper confidence bands for simulated data-sets having
either linear or quadratic boundaries and any one of several different
distributions. The second experiment estimates coverages of nominal 950
confidence bands in the case of a linear boundary. The third experiment
addresses boundary estimation for a real data-set from productivity frontier
analysis. For those data, several bias-corrected boundary estimates as well
as 950 upper confidence bands are presented.
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Before proceeding to the results of these experiments we briefly discuss
construction of upper confidence bands. Two distinct methods were
employed. The first is based on a ‘‘template’’ curve which is scaled until it
exceeds (for all x # I) the desired proportion of the simulated boundaries
derived from the asymptotic distribution approximation g^& gr&^&1!. (In
all the numerical experiments presented here we assume that :=1.) For
example, the simplest, ‘‘constant template’’ results in a vertical shift of the
maximum likelihood estimate, and so equals g^(x)+d, where d is defined as
the smallest value satisfying the equation
P[max
x # I
(&&^&1!)<d]=0.95. (2.8)
Another possible template is g^(x)+ds(x), where the function s(x) is an
estimate of the standard deviation of the boundary estimate at x. However,
since the template curve is extremely ‘‘flexible’’ in nature, and so can adopt
rather complex shapes, this procedure tends to be conservative in small
samples.
The second method of confidence band construction is based on using a
‘‘ranking’’ function, R(%), for boundary estimates, and setting the upper
confidence band equal to the upper envelope of those boundaries corre-
sponding to the set of % values defined by
3=[% : R(%)<r0.95],
where r0.95 is the 95th percentile of the distribution of R(&&^&1!). Using
this method, the height of the 950 upper confidence band at x would be
defined by
g^(x)+min
% # 3
g(x | %).
One possible choice of R is R(%)=G(%), the latter defined in Section 2,
representing the area below the boundary. It has intuitive appeal by virtue
of its association with the maximum likelihood estimation procedure. Alter-
natively we could use the are above the maximum likelihood estimate,
leading to:
R(%)=|
A
[g(x | %)& g^(x)] dx, where A=[x : g(x | %)& g^(x)>0].
(2.9)
It is also possible to construct methods based on a hybrid of these two
schemes. However, care must be taken to avoid creating methods which
choose an overly complex set of 950 of the simulated curves, lest the
procedure have poor coverage accuracy. Finally, we point out that all our
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numerical experiments rely on being able to generate curves from the
distribution of the random vector D. In principle, this requires calculation
of an infimum over an infinite collection of random variables. However,
there exists an algorithm which enables the infimum to be computed from
a relatively small (although random) finite number of these quantities. The
algorithm is available from the authors.
Bias-Corrected Boundary Estimates and 950 Upper Confidence Bands
We start by examining simulated data below the true linear boundary,
g(x)=1+2x. In each of the following procedures, 1500 simulations were
used to estimate means and quantiles of the asymptotic distribution of the
maximum likelihood boundary estimator. Figure 1a shows a simulated
data-set of size n=25, uniformly distributed below its boundary. The figure
depicts the true boundary, the maximum likelihood estimate and the bias-
corrected maximum likelihood estimate, calculated under the assumption
that the data are uniformly distributed below the boundary. With this
assumption we do not need to estimate +. Figure 1b depicts another plot
of a simulated data-set, this time of size n=50, where the data are
uniformly distributed below the boundary g(x)=1+2x. In this plot,
however, the bias-corrected estimate is calculated by estimating +^, using
bandwidths h1=0.05 and h2=0.5. Figure 1c presents a similar situation
with n=60, but there, the abscissa distribution is bimodal rather than
uniform, with modes at 0.25 and 0.67. For each of these plots, bias-
correction clearly improves the intercept estimate. Of course, there is little
or no improvement in the bias of the slope estimate, in the case of a linear
boundary with uniformly distributed data, since the asymptotic distribution
of the slope estimate is symmetric about its true value (see Theorem 2.2).
Figures 2a, 2b, and 2c depict results for the same three data structures
(though with larger sample sizes). In each plot, the true boundary is shown
along with two upper 950 confidence bands, one constructed using a
‘‘constant template’’ based on Eq. (2.8) and the other using the ‘‘area-
above-the-MLE’’ ranking method based on the function at (2.9). In the
case of the ranking method the upper confidence band takes on the charac-
teristic shape of a band for linear regression, reflecting the relative lack of
information at the edges of the data-set. A similar shape is obtained for a
template based on the standard deviation. On the other hand, the constant
template, by its construction, must be parallel to the maximum likelihood
boundary estimate.
Finally, Figs. 3ac and 4ac present bias-corrected boundary estimates
and 950 upper confidence bands for data-sets distributed below one or
other of the following two quadratic boundaries: g(x)=1+8x&5x2 or
g(x)=1&2x+4x2. In each case the density estimate +^ was calculated
using bandwidths h1=0.05 and h2=0.5. When estimating 950 upper
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confidence bands we again employed the ‘‘constant template’’ of (2.8),
and ‘‘area-above-the-MLE’’ ranking method of (2.9). It is apparent that
bias correction slightly improves the boundary estimate. Moreover, 950
confidence bands based on the ranking method show that, as expected,
the boundary is more precisely estimated near the centre of the data-set
than at the ends. Note, however, that the sample sizes involved are an
order of magnitude larger than those for the linear boundary estimation
experiments. For smaller sample sizes, use of asymptotic methods can some-
times produce erratic results.
Coverage Simulation Study
Simulations of 1500 data-sets in various contexts were conducted to
examine the estimated true coverage of nominal 950 upper confidence
bands in linear boundary estimation problems. Table I gives estimated
coverages for the two ‘‘templates’’ (the constant template and that based on
the standard deviation function) and two ‘‘rank’’ methods (area-above-the-
MLE, based on the function at (2.9), and total area). The boundary was
defined by g(x)=1+2x, nominal coverage was 950, and various true
underlying data distributions below the boundary were used.
In Table I, simulation methods are described by listing the true generating
distribution (either uniform or nonuniform bimodal with modes at 0.25
and 0.67) and noting whether +, the underlying abscissa distribution, was
assumed uniform or was estimated using h1=0.05 and h2=0.5. So, in
the first row, the generated data-sets were uniformly distributed below the
linear boundary, and boundary estimates were calculated assuming the
TABLE I
Simulated Coverage of Nominal 950 Upper Confidence Bands
for the Linear Boundary g(x)=1+2x
Confidence band procedure
Sample Constant Stan. dev. MLE-area Total area
Simulation method size template template ranked ranked
Uniform, Estimated 25 0.9400 0.9393 0.9280 0.9320
Uniform, Estimated 50 0.9453 0.9153 0.9227 0.9187
100 0.9573 0.9407 0.9473 0.9453
200 0.9500 0.9367 0.9360 0.9373
Nonuniform, Estimated 100 0.9467 0.9420 0.9367 0.9327
200 0.9567 0.9500 0.9460 0.9427
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data were uniformly distributed. For the second set of rows, the generated
data-sets were still uniformly distributed below the boundary, but boundary
estimates were calculated using the estimated density +^. For the third set of
rows, the data were generated nonuniformly below the linear boundary and
the density was estimated.
As the table shows, coverage accuracy is good, even for relatively small
sample sizes, although there is a tendency to undercover. Also, the template
methods generally have higher actual coverage than the ranking methods.
We also simulated the bias and variability of slope and intercept
estimates. Table II presents the mean and standard deviation of both the
maximum likelihood and bias-corrected maximum likelihood estimates,
for 1500 simulated data-sets from samples of varying sizes produced by
different generation methods.
Bias correction does noticeably improve intercept estimation, with only
a moderate increase in variability. As noted earlier, the slope estimate for
a linear boundary when the underlying density + is uniform should be
hardly affected by asymptotic bias correction. This is borne out in the
simulations. Notice, however, that in cases where + is estimated, bias
correction reduces the bias of the slope estimate as well, at only a small
cost in terms of increased variability.
TABLE II
Simulated Mean (and Standard Deviation) of Maximum Likelihood Estimate and
Bias-Corrected Estimate for the Linear Boundary g(x)=1+2x
MLE Bias-corrected MLE
Sample
Simulation method size Intercept Slope Intercept Slope
Uniform, Uniform 25 0.859 2.005 0.995 2.005
(0.292) (0.549) (0.294) (0.549)
Uniform, Estimated 50 0.932 1.993 1.006 1.990
(0.151) (0.284) (0.201) (0.384)
100 0.962 2.003 0.998 2.003
(0.072) (0.134) (0.078) (0.146)
200 0.983 1.997 1.002 1.997
(0.038) (0.072) (0.040) (0.075)
Nonuniform, Estimated 100 0.986 1.953 0.999 2.001
(0.062) (0.137) (0.067) (0.148)
200 0.992 1.979 0.999 2.003
(0.029) (0.064) (0.030) (0.066)
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Productivity Frontier Analysis Data
A real data-set containing 123 productivity pairs, representing electricity
production by North American utility companies, was analyzed in order to
estimate the productivity frontier. The same data have previously been
analyzed by Gijbels, Mammen, Park, and Simar (1996). The scales of the
data (see Fig. 5b) suggest that logarithmic transformations be taken of
both variables. After this was done, the horizontal scale was further trans-
formed so that the abscissa values all lay between 0 and 1. Figure 5a dis-
plays the transformed data and the maximum likelihood and bias-corrected
maximum likelihood quadratic boundary estimates, as well as a ‘‘constant
template’’ 950 upper confidence band. For Fig. 5, all calculations were
done under the assumption that the data are uniformly distributed below
FIG. 5. (a) Boundary Estimates and 950 Upper Confidence Bands Assuming Uniform
Data Density (n=123) (b) Boundary Estimates on the Original Data Scale Assuming
Uniform Data Density (n=123) [Solid line=MLE; Dotted line=Bias-corrected; Dashed
line=150 UCB].
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the boundary. Bias-correction makes a significant adjustment, which
becomes even more important when the results are translated back to the
original scales in Fig. 5b.
The nature of the observed data, lying as they do in a narrow strip near
the boundary, and rather sparse at the left-hand end of the horizontal
range, makes estimation of + rather difficult. To alleviate this problem,
those data points with a transformed horizontal value of less than 0.3 were
removed from the data-set, and the data were linearly transformed to
lie across the entire range, from 0 to 1. For this new data-set, quadratic
boundary estimates and a 950 upper confidence band were calculated
using a density estimate +^ based on bandwidths h1=0.35 and h2=0.75,
and are displayed in Fig. 6a. Finally, the boundary estimates calculated
FIG. 6. (a) Boundary Estimates and 950 Upper Confidence Bands Using Estimated
Data Density (n=115) (b) Boundary Estimates Applied to Entire Data-set Using Estimated
Data Density (n=115) [Solid line=MLE; Dotted line=Bias-corrected; Dashed line=950
UCB].
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from this reduced data-set were transformed back to the scale that they
enjoyed prior to removing the lower data points. They are plotted in
Fig. 6b. Note that both the boundary estimates based on the restricted
data-set have the property that they continue to be valid boundaries when
they are rescaled so as to apply to the full data-set.
3. THE NONPARAMETRIC CASE
3.1. Definition of Estimators
Here we assume that C is the locus of points (x, y) such that y= g(x),
where the function g has p+1 continuous derivatives on I. We estimate
C by fitting a polynomial of degree p within a narrow band of width h on
the x-axis, and move the band along the axis so as to trace out the curve.
It is notationally convenient to take the band to have one of its ends
(rather than its midpoint) at x, although after computing the fitted polyno-
mial we might evaluate it at the centre of the band. Adopting this approach
we would take the left-hand end of the band to be x& 12h, provided that
x> 12h.
In order-of-magnitude terms the fitted polynomial provides a uniformly
good approximation to the true curve over the full bandwidth. This means
(for example) that an estimator of g(x) that is based on data pairs (Xi , Yi)
with Xi # [x, x+h], has the same order of convergence as one based on
pairs with Xi # [x& 12h, x+
1
2 h]. Additionally, it implies that our local
polynomial approach is, like its counterpart in nonparametric regression,
not appreciably affected by edge effects. That is, without modifying our
procedure we can estimate g at the endpoints 0 and 1 of I with as much
accuracy, in an order-of-magnitude sense, as we can estimate g at an inte-
rior point x. See Fan (1993) for work which makes this property concise
in the regression setting.
An outline of large-sample theory is helpful to elucidate these points.
It turns out that the asymptotically optimal choice of h is of size
&&1[:( p+1)+1], where (as in Section 2) :&1>&1 is the exponent of the
rate at which the Poisson intensity decreases to zero along C. We shall
show in Section 3.2 that for bandwidths of this size, a p th degree poly-
nomial fitted on [x, x+h] approximates the true curve to order &&;
throughout [x, x+h], where ;=( p+1)[:( p+1)+1]. In particular, the
convergence rate that is achieved when C represents a fault-type discon-
tinuity in the Poisson intensity (i.e., when :=1) is O(&&( p+1)( p+2)).
We may construct the nonparametric estimator g^ by modifying the
prescription in Section 2, as follows. Assume temporarily that g may be
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expressed by the polynomial %0+ } } } +%p(u&x) p over the interval (x, x+h].
Then the coefficients % 0 , ..., % p in the fitted function
g^x(u)=% 0+ } } } +% p(u&x) p (3.1)
may be defined as follows. First, % 1 , ..., % p minimize H(%1 , ..., %p), where,
replacing the definition at (2.2),
H(%1 , ..., %p)=max(x) _Y i& :
p
j=1
%j[(Xi&x) j&( j+1)&1 h j]&
and max(x) denotes the maximum over indices 1iN such that
Xi # [x, x+h]. Secondly, instead of (2.1),
% 0=max(x) {Y i& :
p
j=1
% j (Xi&x) j= .
Of course, % 0 , ..., % p are functions of x, although this is suppressed in our
notation.
To pass from g^x , defined at (3.1), to g^ we need a rule for deciding how
to choose u and v in the definition g^(x)= g^v(u). We suggest taking g^(x)=
g^x&(h2)(x) when x # [ 12h, 1&
1
2 h], and g^(x)= g^0(x) or g^(x)= g^1&h(x) when
x # [0, 12 h] or [1&
1
2h, 1], respectively.
3.2. Limiting Behaviour of g^
We impose the analogue of condition (2.3) in the case where g( } | %0) is
replaced by g:
*(x, y)=0 for all y>g(x) and, uniformly in x # I,
*(x, y)=:[g(x)& y]:&1 +(x)+o[[g(x)& y]:&1]
as y A g(x), where the function +0 is continuous. (3.1)
Let h be asymptotic to C1 &&C2, where C1 denotes any positive constant
and C2=1[:( p+1)+1]. (This is the size of bandwidth that optimizes the
convergence rate of g^ to g. Other bandwidths may be treated similarly.)
For fixed x, and 0 j p, define C ( j)=+(x)1: C j+(1:)1 and
|=+(x)1: C p+1+(1:)1 g
( p+1)(x)( p+1)!.
Let U1 , U2 , ..., V1 , V2 , ... be the independent random variables defined in
Section 2, except that we now insist that (no matter what form + takes) the
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Vj ’s all have the uniform distribution on I. For this new definition of the
Vj ’s, re-define
S(d )= inf
1 j< _U j+ :
p
k=1
dk[V kj &(k+1)
&1]&|V p+1j & ,
and let D=(D1 , ..., Dp) denote the value of d that maximizes this S(d ).
Define %0j = g
( j)(x) j ! for 0 j p.
Theorem 3.1. Assume condition (3.1), that g has p+1 continuous
derivatives in a neighborhood of x # [0, 1), and that +(x)>0. Then,
C ( j)&(1:)&C2[ j+(1:)](% j&%0j )  Dj
for 1 j p, and
C (0)&(1:)&(C2:)(% 0&%00)  D0 #&S(D)& :
p
j=1
Dj ( j+1)&1, (3.2)
where the sense of convergence is jointly in distribution.
It follows directly from the theorem that the estimator f (t)# g^x(x+ht) of
the boundary function f (t)# g(x+ht) satisfies [C1 +(x)]1: &;( f & f )  !, in
the sense of weak convergence in the class of continuous functions on I,
where x # [0, 1), t # I, ! is the random polynomial of degree p+1 defined
by
!(t)=& inf
1 j< {Uj+ :
p
k=1
Dk(V kj &t
k)&|(V p+1j &t
p+1)= .
(Recall that ;=( p+1)[:( p+1)+1].) Note that in a parametric context,
! is of degree p rather than p+1. An identical result holds if we define
instead f (t)# g^x&(h2)(x+ht) for x # [0, 1) and t # I, reflecting the defini-
tion of g^(x) suggested in Section 3.1.
The convergence rate of Op(&&;) evinced by Theorem 3.1 is identical to
that obtained by Ha rdle, Park, and Tsybakov (1995), for a different
estimator in a slightly different setting. They considered the case where the
number of points in a region below the curve is nonrandom, but our
estimator may be treated in that context using a virtually identical argument.
It was pointed out by Ha rdle, Park, and Tsybakov (1995) that the
convergence rate Op(&&;) is minimax-optimal under conditions of the type
that we imposed. The only important difference between our assumptions
and those of Ha rdle, Park, and Tsybakov is that we ask that g have p+1
continuous derivatives, not just p derivatives and a Lipschitz condition of
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order 1 on the p th derivative. We assumed continuity only so that we might
identify the limit distribution, and in fact under the weaker condition of Ha rdle,
Park, and Tsybakov we may obtain exactly the same convergence rate.
Confidence bands for g, based on the approximation g^x&(h+2)(x)&
g(x)r[C1 +(x)]&1: &&;!, may in principle be developed by modifying
arguments in Section 2.4. However, the complexity of the distribution of !
makes this a relatively unattractive proposition. These difficulties are even
more apparent when one considers the problem of constructing an empiri-
cal approximation to the optimal bandwidth. Note that, even if + may be
assumed known, the ( p+1)st derivative of g enters into the formula for
the asymptotic distribution of % 0 in an awkward way. In particular, it is
not possible to express % 0 even approximately in the standard form
A1(&, g)+A2(&, g) Z, where A1(&, g), A2(&, g) are constants, and Z is a
random variable of which the distribution does not depend on & or g. This
is in marked contrast to the situation in related problems involving local
polynomial methods in curve estimationsee for example Fan (1993)
and makes plug-in techniques for bandwidth choice and confidence interval
construction rather awkward to implement.
Conventional forms of cross-validation, which are potentially alternative
approaches to selecting h, seem out of reach in the present setting since an
unbiased approximation to the true curve is not available. In the context
of nonparametric regression, cross-validation works because the expected
value of each response variable equals exactly the function value evaluated
at the explanatory variable, but no analogous formula is available here.
In the next two paragraphs we shall describe a method for computing
the bandwidth and confidence intervals. The method is ‘‘valid,’’ in the sense
that it gives versions of bandwidth and confidence interval that are asymp-
totically optimal and have asymptotically correct coverage, respectively.
However, it is not seriously practical, since it relies heavily on selection of
other smoothing parameters which, while their choice is not as crucial as
that of bandwidth, still need clear empirical guidance for their calculation.
By repeatedly differencing estimators of g with bandwidths that are
an order of magnitude larger than those used to estimate g, compute a
consistent estimator of g( p+1)(x). More simply, using conventional methods
(such as kernel estimation on the real line), calculate an estimator of +(x).
Substitute these estimates into the formula for |, and thence into the
formula for S(d ). We should interpret both these quantities as functions
of C1 .
Now generate realizations of the variables Uj and Vj appearing in the
definitions of the latter function, and simulate S(d ). For each realization of
the Uj ’s and Vj ’s, minimize S(d) with respect to its argument, and
substitute the resulting value of D into the formula for !(t). Likewise,
substitute D into the formula for D0 at (3.2). In this way we may simulate
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!( } ) and D0 . Then, by averaging over repeated realizations, calculate the
value of C1 that minimizes the Monte Carlo approximation to the mean
squared error of D0 , to obtain the appropriate bandwidth. In order to
compute a confidence interval for g(x) with coverage 1&?, compute the
upper and lower 12?-level quantiles of the Monte Carlo approximation to
the distribution of !(0).
4. TECHNICAL ARGUMENTS
4.1. Proof of Theorem 2.1
First we prove that
% j&%0j =Op(&
&1:) (4.1)
for 0 j p. Define 2j=&1:(% j&%0j ) and Zi=&
1:[g(X i | %0)&Yi]. In this
notation,
H(% 1 , ..., % p)=&&&1:T(21 , ..., 2p)+ :
p
j=0
%0j ( j+1)
&1
where, with d=(d1 , ..., dp),
T(d )= min
1iN _Zi+ :
p
j=1
d j[X ji &( j+1)
&1]& . (4.2)
Therefore, 2=(21 , ..., 2p) may be defined as the maximizer of T(d ).
Given d1 , ..., dp , define the random integer I by
T(d)=ZI+ :
p
j=1
dj[X jI&( j+1)
&1]. (4.3)
If the signs of d1 , ..., dp do not equal those of XI& 12 , ..., X
p
I &( p+1)
&1,
respectively, then the right-hand side of (4.3) can be made strictly larger
simply by changing the sign of one of the dj ’s. Note that X jI&( j+1)
&10
for XIx j=( j+1)&1j, and X jI&( j+1)
&1>0 for XI<x j . Therefore, if
21 , ..., 2p maximizes T(d ) then, for some random integer J, the 2j ’s are all
nonpositive for jJ, and positive for j>J. We shall call this the ‘‘sequential
sign property’’ below.
If, for some 1 jp, it is not true that |2 j |=Op(1), then we may
choose a sequence of constants cn   such that, along a subsequence of
values of n, the distribution of the vector An=(21 cn , ..., 2p cn) has a non-
zero limit point a, say. This means that, for each =>0, the probability that
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&An&a&= is bounded away from zero as n   along an appropriate
subsequence, where & }& denotes the Euclidean metric. Since the elements of
2 satisfy the sequential sign property then so too must those of a. Using
this feature, and noting (2.4), we may construct a nondegenerate interval
JI with the following properties: +>0 on J, and there exists $>0
such that for some =>0 and all x # J,
:
p
j=1
c&1n dj[x
j&( j+1)&1]&$ (4.4)
whenever d satisfies &a&c&1n d&=.
Let inf $ denote the minimum over indices 1iN such that Xi # J. In
view of (4.4), if &a&c&1n d&= then
T(d1 , ..., dp)inf $ _Zi+ :
p
j=1
dj[X ji &( j+1)
&1]&
inf$(Zi&cn $)=(inf $ Zi)&cn$.
It now follows that, with probability bounded away from zero as n  
along a subsequence, T(2)(inf $ Zi)&cn $. Since J is nondegenerate and
+>0 on J, we may deduce from (2.3) that 0inf $ Zi=Op(1) as &  .
Hence, since cn  , we have that for each C>0, P[T(2)<&C] is bounded
away from zero as n   along a subsequence. This is not possible, since
T(2)=supd T(d )T(0)0. The contradiction means that our assumption
that |2j | is not Op(1) for each 1 j p must be false, and so max1 j p
|2j |=Op(1). This result, and the fact that inf Zi=Op(1), imply that
T(21 , ..., 2p)=Op(1). Hence, since (by (2.1))
20=&T(21 , ..., 2p)& :
p
j=1
2 j ( j+1)&1, (4.5)
then |20 |=Op(1), completing the proof of (4.1). A similar but simpler
argument shows that, under condition (2.4), the vector D is well-defined
with probability one.
Now go back to the definition of T at (4.2), and let &  . Using (2.3)
it may be proved that, for each &, we may redefine the Poisson process on
a new probability space where there exists versions of the random variables
U1 , U2 , ... and V1 , V2 , ... such that, for each constant B>0, with probability
one,
T(d )  S(d) uniformly in |dj |B and 1 j p (4.6)
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as &  . Since we know from (4.1) that the 2j ’s are Op(1), and the D j ’s
are well-defined, this implies that 2j  Dj for 1 j p, in the sense of joint
convergence in distribution, as claimed in the theorem. That the result
continues to hold when the case j=0 is adjoined follows from (4.5).
It remains to prove (4.6). Using Kolmogorov’s extension theorem we see
that it suffices to show that, on the original probability space, and for any
fixed k1, the following is true. Let i1 , ..., ik denote the indices at which
the first k successive minima of the sequence Z1 , ..., ZN occur. (Thus,
Zi1 } } } Zik .) Then,
(Zi1 , ..., Zik , Xi1 , ..., X ik)  (U1 , ..., Uk , V1 , ..., Vk) (4.7)
in distribution as &  . (Note that U1U2... .)
We may assume without loss of generality that the integral, 4, of *(x, y)
over S is finite. Then, the number N of points of the Poisson process
is finite with probability one. By first conditioning on the even N=n,
deriving the conditional version of (4.7) when n diverges in such a way that
n(&4)  1, and noting that the limit at (4.7) is not affected by the
particular choice of the sequence of n’s satisfying this constraint, we see
that it is sufficient to treat the case where (instead of a Poisson process)
we observe exactly n=(&4) (the integer part of &4) independent and
identically distributed points in S, coming from a distribution with density *4.
Without loss of generality, the y-axis has been scaled so that 4=1.
Note that if Q1 , ..., Qn is a random sample from the distribution with distri-
bution function q:, for 0q1, then the joint distribution of the k smallest
values of n1:Q1 , ..., n1:Qn converges to the distribution of (U1 , ..., Uk)
(Hall, 1978). Let (X, Y) denote a generic (Xi , Yi). Now, P[g(X | %0)&
Yu | X=x] is asymptotic to u: as u  0, uniformly in values of x
such that +(x)$, for any $>0. The conditional density of X, given that
g(X | %0)&Yu, converges uniformly to + as u  0. Therefore, the joint
distribution function Fu(q, x) of Qu=u&1[g(X | %0)&Y] and X, conditional
on Qu1, equals q:[M(x)+o(1)] uniformly in 0<q1 and x # I, as
u  0, where M is the distribution function corresponding to the density +.
Hence, the joint distribution of the k smallest values Zi1 , ..., Zik of
n1:[g(X i | %0)&Yi], for 1in, and of the concomitant values Xi1 , ..., Xik
of the Xi ’s converges to that of the vector on the right-hand side of (4.7).
4.2. Proof of Theorem 3.1.
Noting that g has p+1 continuous derivatives, we see that
g(u)= :
p+1
j=0
%0j (u&x)
j+o(h p+1)
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uniformly in u # Ix #[x, x+h]. Therefore, defining Z$i= g(Xi)&Yi we
have
&Yi+ :
p
j=1
% j[(Xi&x) j&( j+1)&1 h j]
=Z$i+ :
p
j=1
(%j&%0j )[(X i&x)
j&( j+1)&1 h j]
&%0p+1(X i&x)
p+1& :
p
j=0
%0j ( j+1)
&1 h j+op(h p+1) (4.8)
uniformly in i such that Xi # Ix . For such values of i, and c=+(x), define
Zi=(c&h)1: Z$i , A i=Ai (x)=(X i&x)h and 2j=(c&h)1: h j (% j&%j). It
follows from (4.8) that, up to terms which equal op(1), 2j for 1 j p is
the j th component of the vector defined by maximizing T(d ) with respect
to d=(d1 , ..., dp), where
T(d )=min(x) _Z i+ :
p
j=1
dj[A ji &( j+1)
&1]&|A p+1i &
and min(x) denotes the minimum over i such that Xi # Ix . This version of
T(d ) differs in only minor respects from that at (4.2) in the proof of
Theorem 2.1. By modifying the argument there; and noting that the Ai ’s
are asymptotically uniformly distributed in I, and that successive minima
of the Zi sequence (for i such that Zi # Ix) are asymptotically distributed
as successive values of the sequence U1 , U2 , ...; we may complete the
derivation of Theorem 3.1.
4.3. Proof of Theorem 2.2
We treat only the case z>0, and only for % 1 . Other cases can be treated
similarly. Fix z>0 and let z1=(2%00+%
0
1) z. For v
1
2 we denote by Lv the
line passing through (v, %00+%
0
1v) with the slope %
0
1+n
&1z1 . Specifically, Lv
has equation
y=lv(x)#(%01+n&1z1)(x&v)+%00+%01 v.
Write AL for the left-hand side of the support R(%0) on [0, 12], and AR for
the right-hand side on [ 12 , 1]. Put
Sv=[(x, y) : 0x1, lv(x) y%00+%
0
1x].
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For 12v1v2 , define Lv1, v2 to be the right-hand part of S
c
v1
& Sv2 on
[ 12 , 1]. Note that with probability tending to one there exists v
1
2 for
which Lv contains a sample point in AR . Hence we put
V=min[v 12 : there exists (X i , Yi) # Lv in AR].
By this definition of V, there exists no point strictly beyond LV in AR .
Now, suppose there exist some points beyond LV in AL . (By ‘‘beyond’’,
‘‘below’’, or ‘‘above’’ we mean ‘‘on or beyond’’, ‘‘on or below’’, or ‘‘on or
above’’, respectively, here and in the work that follows.) Then, the line
y=% 0+% 1x should contain one point in AL beyond LV and one point in
AR below LV , since it is the ‘‘lowest’’ line above all the sample points. This
means that % 1%01+n
&1z1 . Conversely, it is clear that % 1>%01+n
&1z1 if
there exists no point in AL beyond LV . These two arguments indicate that
% 1>%01+n
&1z1 if and only if there exists no other point beyond LV in the
whole interval I. Note also that V=Op(1).
Hence, we can write for an infinitesimal change dv,
P[V # (v, v+dv) and % 1>%01+n
&1z1]
=nP[(X1 , Y1) # Lv, v+dv] P[(Xi , Yi)  Sv for any 2in]
=n(%00+
1
2 %
0
1)
&1 *(Lv, v+dv)[1&(%00+
1
2 %
0
1)
&1 *(Sv)]n&1, (4.9)
where on this occasion * denotes Lebesgue measure. Ignoring terms in
(dv)2 we find that
*(Lv, v+dv)={n
&1(v& 12) z1 dv,
1
2n
&1z1 dv,
if 12v<1
if v1,
(4.10)
*(Sv)={
1
2n
&1z1v2
n&1(v& 12) z1 ,
if 12v<1
if v1.
(4.11)
Plugging (4.10) and (4.11) into (4.9), we obtain
P[V # (v, v+dv), % 1>%01+n
&1z1]
={(2v&1) ze
&zv2 dv[1+o(1)],
ze&z(2v&1) dv[1+o(1)]
,
if 12v<1
if v1,
(4.12)
uniformly for v in compact subsets of [ 12 , ). Integrating (4.12) with
respect to v leads to the desired result.
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